Jacqueline Waters

Commodore

Commodore, Waters’ third poetry collection, is a book about care, both the two-way street of it and the hierarchy created by it. Or it’s about coming very close to your subject, intent on discerning shades of sentiment, full of nostalgia for things you didn’t really enjoy when they happened, concerned care might be an exploitable weakness, even as its cultivation becomes the only way to attract the mercy you will inevitably require…

“Each line, like a branch from a decision tree, has an uncanny clarity that sometimes feels like reason itself.”

— Aaron Kunin

“...insistently and reflexively analytical… structured by affecting and highly original narrative moments and images.”

— Evan White, IO

“This ain’t abstraction...just the kind of poetic hyper-awareness that threatens and shapes the supraliminal state.”

— Corina Copp, Harriet
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